
 
PRODUCT SUMMARY 
 

Easytalk, the original MS-DOS DNC solution, combines a 
comprehensive file management utility with an easy to use 
communications package and a powerful NC specific  program 
editor.  These features are easily accessed using a shop-
friendly menu system, making it simple to operate – even for 
the first time PC user.  Help is always available at the touch of 
a key to assist the user. 
 
FILE MANAGEMENT 
 

Assign 32 character file names to your NC program files, thus 
enabling your part and operation numbers (for example) to be 
displayed along with the DOS name of the file.  The software 
also allows you to designate a non-destructive 32 character 
customer or machine name to directories.  The directories may 
be sorted by either the 32 character name or the DOS name 
for convenient cross reference.  At the touch of a key, the 32 
character file name can be created from your NC program’s 
comment line . Functions for file copy, delete, duplicate and 
rename are also provided. 
 
MACHINE COMMUNICATIONS 
 

Serial (RS232) communications with Easytalk is almost 
effortless.  Match the machine control parameters, plug in the 
proper cable and DNC becomes a reality.   Standard serial 
communication  protocols are supported, as well as many 
special protocols.  Mazatrol CMT, Bosto-Matic CRC, Heidenhain 
Blockwise, Bridgeport DNC Link and more are included as part 
of the standard software.   
 

 
Older controls without serial capabilities are supported through 
the Tape Emulation Option (not available for EasyTalk Shell)
and the use of our DTE (Direct Tape Emulation) interfaces.  
These devices bypass the tape reader and  connect the PC 
directly to the reader input circuitry.  This technique adds the 
power of Easytalk to these older, but still productive machines.  
Other special protocols, like Bridgeport RealTime DNC, are 
supported through the Tape Emulation Option. 
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MS-DOS and Windows are trademarks of Microsoft Corp. 
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DRIP-FEED  NC PROGRAMS 
 

The ability to “drip-feed” NC programs is provided 
for both serial and non-serial controls.  Drip-feed 
allows programs which are too long for a control’s 
memory to be executed block by block from the 
PC.  This operation is performed using the control’s 
drip-feed or block mode option for serial RS232 or  
the parallel tape input using the previously 
mentioned DTE interface.   
 
FILE COMPARE 
 

Easytalk’s side-by-side file comparison of two NC 
program files highlights modified lines and 
automatically adjusts for inserted and/or deleted 
lines.  A printed report may be generated for only 
the differences or for the entire program.  
 
FILE EDITING 
 

A powerful NC editor is provided for fast and easy 
editing on the shop floor.  All the standard word 
processing features like Block Copy, Block Move, 
Block Save, Search & Replace are included, as well 
as, the NC specific functions of Scale, Shift, 
Renumber, Strip Numbers and Field Reformat 
(decimal to/from leading or trailing zero).   

 
INTERACTIVE DNC 
 

Run DNC operations from within the Editor. This 
allows operators to view and monitor program 
blocks as they are sent to the machine.  Select any 
starting point from within the program. Enhanced 
features allow M99/M98 sub-program support. 
 
SEND FILE OPTIONS 
 

Choose from send file once, send continuously or 
send from a selected starting point. 

COMPRESS DATA 
 

Even if your machine control does not understand 
comment fields, you can still have them displayed 
on the screen for operator instructions.  Easytalk 
will strip these fields from the data stream while 
sending.  Default settings are also available to 
remove spaces, tabs, line numbers, or a user 
definable character. 
 

 
TERMINAL MODE 
 

Interactive terminal mode is essential for initial 
machine setup. It provides a quick and easy 
method to establish basic serial communications. 
Advanced features allow you change parameters as 
well as send and capture program files. 
  
PASSWORD PROTECTION 
Protects files and system functions from unauthorized 
access. 
  
MAZATROL CMT  
Communicate with Mazatrol Controls.  Send/Receive 
Mazatrol created programs.  Convert “G-Code” 
programs to Mazatrol Packet format for 
communications with the CMT port of the control. 

Telephone: 508-523-1763  
Facsimile:  508-892-0378            

E-mail: info@cncinnov.com         
Web Site: www.cncinnov.com 

APPLICATION NOTES  
 

Easytalk (including Tape Emulation) is intended only 
for MS-DOS based operating systems on PCs support-
ing both a serial and a parallel printer port. 
 
Easytalk Shell is intended for MS-Windows operating 
systems on PCs supporting COM 1 or 2. Other than 
native COM ports, best performance may require a 
quality PCMCIA adaptor. Some USB to RS232 adap-
tors may exhibit performance degradation.  
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